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The importance of Knowing Your Counterparty (KYC): identifying Ultimate 
Beneficial Ownership (UBO), State-owned enterprises and Sanctioned entities

With the increasing regulator pressure, knowing 
who your counterparties are is essential to 
remaining compliant. The financial industry 

has faced many changes that have increased the 

focus of each organisation to ensure processes are 

in place to stop financial crime from coming to 

fruition and creating a long-term, negative impact. 

With different global and regional legislations, 

it can become confusing in how to implement 

processes that meet these different requirements. 

The most recent change has been focused on 
the need to understand who a counterparty’s 
ultimate beneficial owners are. This increased 

focus on ownership is causing strain on KYC teams in 

how they structure their overall processes as well as the 

distribution of resources and budget to accommodate 

regulatory demands. Identifying ultimate owners can 

be a manual and time-consuming task, often resulting 

in individuals physically mapping out an ownership 

tree with pen and paper to help identify them. 

This is an extremely inefficient method, and one that 

is certainly open to regulatory questioning. Further to 

this, there is pressure to have clearer upfront visibility 

of whether an existing or prospective counterparty 

is state-owned or sanctioned; ideally before formal 

screening is undertaken. If an organisation is made 

aware of a counterparty’s status almost immediately 

it can help them to determine the level of enhanced 

due diligence (EDD) required, or deciding whether to 

continue on-boarding or reviewing the counterparty.  

Early insight into an organisation’s status will help 

increase the efficiency of processes, inform business 

decisions and ultimately limit the level of risk they 

face. More importantly, efficient processes are likely 

to help facilitate and maintain client relationships 

by keeping KYC checks relevant and timely. 

Bankers Almanac Ultimate Beneficial Owner (UBO) 
and Regulatory Views
Our premium add-on Ultimate Beneficial 

Ownership provides you with further detailed 

information on the ownership of banks and 

financial institutions, you can:

• Access your current and potential counterparties 

across the globe, with information into the 

underlying ownership of banks and financial 

institutions down to 0.1% 

• Download formal documentation provided by 

the institution, that certifies their ownership

• Review, graph, export, and print the   

information, using Bankers Almanac tools

Our data analyst team, research proactively to collect 

this information from correspondent banks to help 

you affirm your due diligence efforts to regulators. 

With Bankers Almanac Regulatory Views, you benefit 

from an enhanced risk view of potential and existing 

correspondent partners, which highlights any potential 

sanctions against the entity and/or owners, and 

whether an entity is state-owned. Key benefits include:

• Updated regulatory lists compiled from over 

50 regulatory bodies and matched against over 

23,000 bank details in Bankers Almanac

• Matches link the Bankers Almanac entity to a 

full view of the corresponding regulatory list 

entry, allowing you to review and export the 

relevant reports for more detailed investigation

• Potential matches are flagged in group structure 

summaries and ownership graphs allowing 

identification of potential risks within a banks 

ownership structure

If you would like to find out more about how 

Accuity Ultimate Beneficial Ownership or 

Regulatory Views modules can help you enhance 

your KYC processes, then please visit the Accuity 

website https://accuity.com/bankers-almanac-

for-risk-and-compliance/ 
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